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The Beck Family,
Four Generations of Innovators

August H. Beck Sr. (center with bow tie) and crew in front of steam powered drill rig (1932).
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The following is a continuation in a series of articles about
continuity of family ownership and leadership in ADSC companies. During the next two years we will be reporting on
ADSC companies with multiple generations of ownership and
management. This article is about the Beck family and the
history of A.H. Beck Foundation Company. (Managing Editor)
Necessity may be the mother of invention, but resourcefulness and ingenuity are the doting teachers who refine that
invention and develop it into something that can be productive and useful. The drilled shaft industry has been a vibrant and evolving entity whose evolution has been a direct
function of the ideas and efforts of people who have spent
years figuring out ways to do things better. Better equipment, higher capacity foundations – the list of accomplishments is a set of answers to questions builders and designers
have asked for years. A.H. Beck has been instrumental in
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the evolution of drilled shaft foundations since that type of
foundation was conceived, and the company’s story is as
much a part of the history of the industry as it is an ongoing thread in the saga of the industry today.
In the early twentieth century, an engineer in Texas, by
the name of Willard Simpson P.E., teamed up with a local
water well driller, Ed Duderstadt, to develop a new type of
foundation that could penetrate shallow soils which were
susceptible to settlement and seasonal shrink-swell and
carry more load. The two men used a mule-driven water
well drilling rig which would drill a hole that could be filled
with reinforcing steel and concrete. This type of foundation
element could be installed where driven piles or large mat or
caisson-type foundations would be impractical and where
shallow soil-bearing foundations would be inadequate. The
use of drilled shaft foundations was particularly relevant in
(Continued on page 32)
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regions where expansive soils were present, such as Texas, and in
areas where extending a foundation to bear on rock would greatly
increase foundation capacity, but, where driving piles would be
problematic. So Simpson and Duderstadt, using less than scientific soils data and a mule driven rig, helped give birth to what
would later be known as the drilled shaft foundation. But it would
be up to others to refine it to make it more practical and useable.
The Beck family immigrated to the United States from Germany
in the 1850s and landed on the Texas coast at the thriving port
city of Indianola. Later Indianola was abandoned after being decimated by two hurricanes and a fire and today sits as a ghost town
and a historical site. Franz Joseph Beck brought with him his wife
and their one year old infant August Beck, who would be the father of August Henry Beck Sr. The Becks moved inland to settle
near San Antonio and became active in a number of trades.
August Henry Beck Sr. was born in 1896. His family owned a
small ranch, and he took part in a number of ventures as the U.S.
economy blossomed in the 1920s. He married Annie Kuntz, a local
girl whose family owned property adjacent to the present day Beck
office, shop, and yards on Blanco Road in San Antonio. August
worked for a number of years as a steam shovel operator at a local
quarry, saving enough money to buy two steam shovels and set
up his own excavation business. He established A.H. Beck Foundation Company, Inc. in 1932.
The Great Depression affected the Becks as it did the rest of the
country, but August’s resourcefulness kept the company afloat. He
sold scrap iron, cut up some of his steam-shovels, sold them as
scrap iron and looked for any available opportunity for work. Part

TxDOT Bridge Project North Texas.
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Original A.H. Beck office (San Antonio, Texas).

of August’s business involved digging basements and rectangular
foundation excavations to extend loads to more suitable bearing
conditions. Available space and soil conditions limited the practicality of this application on many sites, and excavation depths
were limited. Ever the innovator, he knew he could devise a better way to install foundations. In 1932, after observing Duderstadt’s mule-driven drill rig, he fabricated a boom for his
steam-shovels that hoisted a kelly bar through an exposed ring
gear enabling him to mechanically excavate drilled shafts with an
auger. The ring gear pinion was powered by a steam driven steamshovel swing motor and steam was piped from the base machine
up to the rotary. So although Simpson and Duderstadt had given
birth to the drilled shaft, August Beck Sr. sent it to school for the
first time in 1932. This step helped serve as one of the starting
points for the useful integration of drilled shafts into the construction industry.
August H. “Buddy” Beck Jr., was born in 1920 while his father
was working at the quarry. The roller coaster economy of the era
demanded big initiative from those who wanted to survive it, and
Buddy soon proved he was up to the task. He learned to drive at
the age of 12 and drove himself to school each day in his own Ford
Model T and as a teenager obtained his pilot’s license. Buddy hung
around the company yard observing his dad who was busy innovating in his goal to survive the Great Depression. Upon graduation from high school Buddy enrolled in the Civil Engineering
program at the University of Texas, taking with him the years of
exposure to problem-solving that he had received from his father.
Buddy’s time at the University of Texas may have been heavy
(Continued on page 35)
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Beck built hydraulic rotary table (early 1980’s).
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was built onsite; the company did not buy a drill rig from
an outside manufacturer until 1979. Equipment modifications were constantly made to suit project needs, as well as
to match industry developments. Other leading companies,
such as McKinney and Watson, jumped into the drilled
shaft business in the 1930s and 1940s, with Case, Anderson, Goettle, and Hayes, and numerous others following
them. With the passing of the Interstate Highway Bill in
1956, the drilled shaft industry really began to expand and
blossom.
While Buddy was busy leading the foundation drilling
business, Jean was occupied with their family. The couple
produced eight children, with only one son, August H.
“Gus” Beck III, born in 1950. Gus’ story reads much like
his father’s before him. He grew up in the family business,
watching equipment being modified on a daily basis. The
Tower of the Americas, the Frost Tower, and the National
Bank of Commerce in San Antonio all were constructed on
drilled shafts installed by A.H. Beck. The company also was responsible for constructing shafts to support tie-backs when the
AT&T Building was inserted into a very tight area of downtown,
bordered on three sides by city streets with no room for standard
construction procedures.
Gus attended the University of Texas, majoring in Civil Engineering and continuing the Beck legacy. He graduated in 1972 and
went to work in the family business, earning an annual salary of
$8,900. One of his first projects was a collaboration with his dad
developing a crane-mounted attachment to drill through very hard
rock. The staff grew and A. H. Beck continued to forge their own
way in the drilled shaft business, fabricating equipment to meet the
needs of specific projects and construction trends. Never sheep,
Buddy and Gus and their crews didn’t feel the need to keep an eye
on industry advancements. Instead, they responded to the difficult requests of their clients and made progress based on their own
initiative.
Buddy expanded the reach of the company during the 1960s to
projects well beyond the San Antonio area. A.H. Beck installed

on academics, but he found time to do a little socializing with the
ladies from a campus sorority. It took a special woman to grab his
attention, but Jean Strasburger had that spark and it wasn’t long
before they married. Unfortunately for Buddy and Jean, the drama
of the world around them overshadowed their own drama. On the
evening of December 7, 1942, the couple walked out of a movie
theater in Austin, Texas, to news of the Japanese attack at Pearl
Harbor. The next day, Buddy enrolled in the Army Air Corps,
where his pilot license and high school ROTC experience proved
to be highly valued. He was stationed in Houston and then Midland, Texas, with the Air Corps as a B-25 flight instructor. This
posting allowed him to remain in the United States and gave
Jean the opportunity to follow her husband and begin their life
together.
Buddy and Jean returned to San Antonio after the war. Opportunities were plentiful for those in the construction business in
the post-war boom, and A. H. Beck Foundation Company was in
the thick of it. Buddy immediately began evaluating the company’s
equipment and methods, figuring out ways to install drilled shafts
(Continued on page 36)
more efficiently, to greater depths, and in more restricted
conditions. August Sr.’s health was declining, and Buddy
Dallas/Fort Worth Turnpike Construction Project. The view is from
jumped in to lead the company in his father’s stead. He
the Trinity River Bridge looking east from the West Levee. (1955)
worked with the company mechanics, modifying equipment and integrating his knowledge to better the company.
August Beck Sr. was killed in a car crash in 1951. The
company felt the loss of his original thinking, but Buddy’s
heritage was solid, and he persevered with even more momentum than his father had generated. In 1952, Buddy
patented the Pier Hole Excavator, a piece of equipment used
for excavating rectangular shafts. He followed that patent
with a second one for the Underreamer, an expandable
drilling tool used to mechanically (rather than manually)
create an oversized “bell” at the bottom of the drilled shaft,
thus enabling increased shaft capacity without sacrificing
worker safety.
A. H. Beck continued to employ a large crew of shop mechanics, (even a blacksmith until the late 1960s), in addition to their field drilling personnel. All drilling equipment
FOUNDATION DRILLING April 2015
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Beck rig excavating 30 ft diameter x 265 ft deep shafts.

shafts for the Air Force Academy library in Colorado, and a major
hospital in Washington D.C. But Buddy was slowing down a bit,
and he brought the business back to Texas in the 1970s, where
there was plenty of work to support the company. The family
handoff once again took place, this time in 1979, as Gus assumed
his role as head of the company, ready to expand its reach and
move forward. Thus, the third generation of Beck contributions
to the drilled shaft industry began.
Gus not only continued to expand his drilling repertoire, he also
recruited valuable members of his team along the way. Keith Anderson, now Vice President of Operations, joined A.H. Beck in
1982 while still studying construction science at Texas A&M University. He started working in the shop during the summers and
moved up to operating a drill rig (which happened to be a Texoma
600, the first rig purchased from an outside manufacturer in 1979).
Keith loved problem solving and fit smoothly into the innovative
spirit of the company. Only a few short years passed before he was
put in charge of running several crews.
As a result of an unpleasant situation with a customer Gus also
managed to find another critical team member. A business dispute
over $5,000 led to a lien being filed against the customer, and Gus
had to avail himself of the services of a lawyer. He met the lovely
Page 36

Julie Butler in the lawyer’s office, and he asked her out several days
later. Six months passed, and they were married.
(Note: The relatively short duration between first meeting and marriage has been a common factor in many of the family stories chronicled in this magazine. The author found this to be so consistent that
she asked Gus Beck why such a phenomenon might persist. “Contractors don’t have time to mess around with long engagements,” he
said. “We have work to do.”)
While A. H. Beck was busy constructing bigger and better
drilled shafts, Gus and Julie had two children, August H. Beck IV
in 1983 and Anna in 1985. Young August quickly became a routine fixture around the shop and exhibited the same curiosity and
need to “build a better mousetrap” that each preceding August H.
Beck had possessed. His place in the company operations started
with playing in the sand piles at the yard on Saturdays with his
cousin of the same age, Charles Harrell. Both August and Charles
never strayed too far from the world of A. H. Beck through the
subsequent years.
The Beck timeline moved forward with a series of outstanding
accomplishments and developments that have benefitted others, as
well as the foundation drilling industry, but 1987 became a shining star in the chronology. The value of the company’s expertise
amassed during the previous 60 years became glaringly obvious
when Jessica McClure, an 18-month-old toddler, fell down an
abandoned water well in Midland, Texas. Other drillers had been
successful in installing a vertical shaft to the necessary depth. One
company came close and had drilled down vertically near the well,
but they didn't make the hole big enough when they tunneled over
horizontally to the well making it ineffective for the rescue. Beck's
people knew how to telescope the horizontal shaft to make it big
enough to extend over to the well and clear debris from around the
toddler. Gus Beck, Dean Harrell, and five other Beck employees
traveled to Midland in the middle of the night to volunteer their
expertise. Beck drillers assisted with excavating the horizontal rescue shaft and were still below ground when firefighters lifted the
little girl to safety.
Also in 1987, A.H. Beck was experiencing sufficient growth to
warrant opening a satellite office in Houston, Texas, a sign of the
health of the company. Keith Anderson was called up to head the
office and succeeded in managing the first intense and demanding
project in Houston at the same time he was getting married in San
Antonio. (He and his wife Ricki managed to survive that storm
and are still together today). Once the company had expanded to
Houston, all boundaries seemed to disappear. In 1991, Venezuela
and a complicated South American pipeline project were first on
the agenda. Beck modified three rigs with a 65 ft reach and shipped
them, along with personnel, from Texas to Venezuela for a multiyear contract. In the 1990s a number of complicated infrastructure
projects in Puerto Rico followed this success. In 1997, the company answered a solicitation in Russia in which local engineers
were attempting to understand slurry drilling technologies and incorporate them into the country’s construction methods. Not only
did A.H. Beck answer the call, but several members of the company spent a few years in St. Petersburg working on the project.
A.H. Beck’s projects have included a long list of interesting subsurface conditions and seemingly impossible foundation toler(Continued on page 39)
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ances. On one particular project, Beck
modified a large oil drilling rig to complete access shafts for construction of the
US Department of Energy Supercollider
Project in Texas. The shafts were 18 ft to
30 ft in diameter and extended 265 ft
below grade. Location and verticality tolerances were so tight as to seem almost
unattainable. In 2014, A.H. Beck responded to a request from the Delaware
Department of Transportation to help repair a sudden bridge failure emergency on
the I-495 corridor between Baltimore and
Philadelphia. Within one week of receiving the phone call, Beck had three drill
rigs and 30 personnel onsite in Delaware
working around the clock seven days per
week to successfully install 170 ft deep
shafts under 50 ft of overhead clearance to
support the failing bridge structure. Descriptions of similar projects would fill an
additional ten pages, and each example would include an original
equipment modification made by A.H. Beck personnel to fit the
job.
Innovation has not only been confined to equipment modifications. Gus studied methods for increasing the load-carrying capability of drilled shafts, and he patented the post grouting technique
in 2002 as SynchroPile. This procedure involves injecting grout at
the bottom of a completed drilled shaft and has been used successfully in the United States and Europe. In fact, the ADSC currently is conducting a research project for the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) to identify and quantify the mechanism
of the improvement and to provide guidance to state highway departments who choose to allow the method. A.H. Beck has con-
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Long reach pipe rack foundations (Maraven Refinery)Venezuela.
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8 ft diameter x 120 ft deep shafts, Miami, Florida.

tributed a significant amount of in-kind labor, equipment, and
management expertise to this project for the betterment of the industry.
A.H. Beck has continued to work throughout the United States,
primarily in the south, but also reaching into Illinois and other
midwestern states and occasionally out of the country. August Beck
IV bucked the University of Texas family tradition and obtained his
degree in Civil Engineering from Texas A&M University. (No internal casualties have been reported to date during football season).
August is one of the company’s seven licensed professional engineers and is Vice President, overseeing all aspects of the company’s
business. August is humble and credits the hardworking people at
Beck, not the leadership, for producing
the work it takes to drive the company
forward. He is a notoriously hard worker
and often had to be run off from the jobsite and back to college when Spring
Break, Christmas, or the weekend was
over. He began his career as a shop hand
at the age of 15, got his commercial driver’s license the same day he turned 18,
and after graduating from college started
full-time as project manager in Houston.
He is passionate about enjoying his time
spent in the field alongside the crews that
“get the work done” more so than long
hours and weekends at the office. He is
known among company personnel as a
true “chip off the old block” in more ways
than one.
August and his wife, Crystal, have
three young children, August H. Beck V,
age 5, Kirsten, age 3, and Caroline, 6
months. Young August, “Gus,” is already
(Continued on page 40)
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bone of the company since they were old enough to work. Charles
is the company’s Field Operations Manager, and Dean is the company’s most Senior General Superintendent.
Keith Anderson’s son, Caden has also worked part time at the
company and will be attending engineering school at the Colorado
School of Mines, where he also will play football. He too may decide to enter the fray at Beck and add another generation to the
brain trust. Keith, August, and Charles all point out that if their
boys are smart when they grow up, they might find an easier way
to make a living than in the foundation drilling business!
A.H. Beck currently boasts a staff of over 200, many of whom
seem to be able to fabricate new equipment out of air and fairy
dust. The Beck family's pursuit of innovation and improvement
has produced a company that is a strong force in the foundation
construction industry. The health and size of the company are also
products of the family's desire to provide jobs for hardworking
people. August says the company is only is as good as its people.
He also emphasizes that every part of the Beck equation is set up
to provide a product that owners and general contractors want.
This spirit promotes the execution of some of the largest public
and private construction projects in the world.
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8 ft diameter x 130 ft deep shafts (Houston, Texas).

a routine fixture around the shop and yard. On Saturdays, he and his 5 year old cousin, Waylon Dean Harrell,
can often be seen climbing around the casing pile. Waylon, just like Gus, is also a great-great-grandson of August H. Beck, Sr. His father and grandfather, Charles
Harrell and Dean Harrell, have been part of the back-

Waylon Dean Harrell (left) and August H. Beck V (right) 2014.

Anderson says a running joke among the field personnel is that
a new piece of equipment rarely gets its first use before someone
at the company makes a modification. The true gift of the company appears to be the ability of the group to recognize new perspectives should always be welcome. The A.H. Beck family not
only rises to the challenge to innovate every day, but they relish the
opportunity. The company will continue to thrive as long as this
creative environment is preserved. And the foundation industry
will continue to benefit as long as A.H. Beck is in business.

HIGH PERFORMANCE.
FASTEST, EASIEST SET-UP.
Authorized CZM Dealers:

Buddy, Gus, and August Beck (1993).
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